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Time-dependent independent-particle model calculation of multiple capture and ionization
processes inp-Ar, p̄-Ar, and He2¿-Ar collisions
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Previous work on multielectron transitions in proton, antiproton, and He21-ion impact on neon is extended
to the case of argon targets for collision energies in the 5–1000 keV/amu range. Global quantities such as net
electron loss from the target, net capture, and net ionization are predicted within experimental errors using a
spherically symmetric optimized effective target atom potential with dynamical screening effects based on the
time-dependent net ionization probability. The inclusion of target response is crucial in order to obtain correct
positions and heights for the peaks in the net ionization cross sections. Effects due to cascading following
multiple outer-shell excitation are found to be appreciable at energies between 10 and 100 keV/amu, but are
overestimated by the statistical model.L-shell vacancy production is reported to affect recoil charge state
production at energies above 200 keV/amu for charge statesq>3. At low and intermediate energies, the
independent-particle model is shown to overestimateq-fold recoil ion production significantly forq>3 for
proton impact signaling the role of electronic correlations for these channels. For antiproton impact theq
53 cross section is consistent with the independent-particle model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a previous series of papers, multiple-electron proces
in medium-energy collisions with oxygen and neon targ
have been investigated in a quantum-mechanical framew
A time-dependent independent-particle model~IPM! was
constructed based on the stationary optimized poten
method of density-functional theory. It was shown that t
correct treatment of exchange effects in this model is cru
for the prediction of accurate ionization cross sections@1–3#.
The calculations for multiple-electron ionization and captu
from neon targets by singly charged projectiles~protons and
antiprotons! were carried out with frozen target potentia
The single-particle time-dependent Schro¨dinger equations
~TDSE! from the semiclassical approximation to the col
sion problem were solved by the so-called basis gener
method~BGM!. In this approach, the Hilbert space is divide
into a P space represented by explicit target eigenstates
all occupied and some unoccupied bound states, andQ
space that is spanned by basis states generated by th
peated action of the perturbing potential onto theP-space
states@4,5#.

The IPM-BGM approach was applied successfully to c
culate not only ionization and capture cross sections, but
single and multiple excitation of target electrons in atom
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oxygen@6#. For projectile ions with several charges, a tim
dependent screening model was introduced in which the
fective atomic potential maintains its spherical shape, bu
made more attractive during the collision via a parame
dependence on the time-dependent ionization probab
This model was tested successfully for He21-Ne collisions
@7#, and it was found that the dynamical screening effe
become noticeable in the net ionization cross section at
ergies below 200 keV/amu. Without this time-depende
screening mechanism, the experimental net electron-
cross section is overestimated by as much as 25% at an
ergy of 20 keV/amu. Numerous charge-state correlated c
sections were calculated and compared with the availa
experimental data@8–10#. Quantitative agreement could b
achieved for multiple-electron loss with multiplicities up
q53, while factor-of-2 discrepancies were observed in so
of the charge-state correlated cross sections at this level.
higher electron multiplicities (q>4), the IPM results over-
estimate the experimental data substantially, which indica
that electron correlation effects become significant in t
regime.

For C41-Ne collisions, this work was extended in Re
@11# to include dynamical screening effects at the projec
as well. It was found that the net recoil ion cross sect
exhibits a scaling behavior when the screening effects
included and that multiple-electron loss from the target c
be described by the IPM for multiplicities up toq55. Some
serious discrepancies remained with experiments concer
the break up of the electron loss into multiple-capture a
multiple-ionization contributions. This work supports th
©2002 The American Physical Society19-1
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idea that the applicability of the IPM framework to multip
ionization of a given target atom does depend on the stre
of the projectile charge.

Subsequently, the theoretical work was extended to
clude systems where an additional projectile electron is
ried into the collision and tested on the He1-Ne system@12#.
The problem was broken up into separate projectile-
target-electron calculations with appropriate single-part
calculations for the orbitals. Remarkable results were
tained for projectile neutralization~spin effects in capture to
the He singlet state! and for electron loss from the projectil
~in which nontransfer from the target plays a major rol!.
These data explained some of the experimental results@13–
15# and provided evidence for the importance of Pauli blo
ing in an energy range of 10–200 keV/amu.

The success of the IPM-BGM calculations to descr
multielectron transition cross sections in these collisions
volving simple closed-shell~neon! and open-shell~oxygen!
targets has motivated us to look further for more complica
target atoms for which a large amount of experimental dat
also available~see, e.g., Refs.@8–10,13–16#!. The extension
from Ne to Ar targets involves additional complications b
yond the inclusion of anM shell ~in addition to theK andL
shells tested in neon!. Argon atoms are more polarizable tha
neon, and multiple excitations in theM shell ~with subse-
quent autoionizing transitions! are much more likely to occu
than in theL shell of neon. For this reason we investigat
the global cross sections in collisions between argon at
and protons, antiprotons, and helium nuclei, and report th
in the present paper. For many channels these calcula
provide a satisfactory theoretical explanation.

The theoretical framework will not be discussed in deta
we refer the reader to Refs.@2,7# for the details of the IPM,
and to Refs.@4,5# for the BGM. Some implementation detai
for the BGM ~as it applies to the present case! are given in
Sec. II, while the computational results are discussed
compared with experiment and a few other calculations
Sec. III. Conclusions are drawn in Sec. IV with respect to
appropriateness of the IPMvis á vis the importance of elec
tronic correlations in these collisions. Atomic units with\
5e5me51 are used throughout this work.

II. THEORY

Two main ingredients define the IPM. The first one is t
replacement of the many-electron TDSE that describes
collision system in the semiclassical approximation by a
of single-particle equations,

i ] tc i~r ,t !5ĥ~ t !c i~r ,t !, i 51, . . . ,N. ~1!

The second one is concerned with the extraction of the
evant information from the solution of Eq.~1! and is dis-
cussed further below.

The Hamiltonianĥ of Eq. ~1! contains the kinetic energy
the Coulomb potentials of the target and projectile nuc
and an effective potentialvee(t) due to the electron-electro
interaction. The choice ofvee is decisive for the quality of
the IPM; according to time-dependent density-functio
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theory ~TDDFT!, in principle, it is even possible to choos
vee such that theexact one-particle densityn(r ,t) of the
interacting many-electron system is reproduced@17#. How-
ever, only the existence of an effective potential with th
property can be proven, and thus appropriate modeling ofvee
is necessary in any practical calculation.

In the present study we compare two models forvee,
which are described in detail in Ref.@7#: ~1! theno-response
approximation, in whichvee is approximated by a stationar
atomic ground-state potential obtained from the optimiz
potential method~OPM! @18–20#, ~2! the target-response
model, in which additionally the unscreening of the targ
nucleus due to electron removal during the collision is tak
into account in a global fashion.

In both cases the single-particle equations~1! are solved
by the BGM, i.e., the orbitalsuc i(t)& are expanded in term
of dynamically adapted basis states

uc i~ t !&5 (
m50

M

(
v51

V

cmv
i ~ t !uxv

m~ t !&, ~2!

uxv
m~ t !&5@WP~ t !#muwv

0&, m50, . . . ,M . ~3!

HereWP denotes the suitably regularized projectile potent
For all projectiles studied in this work, the basis includes
undisturbed target eigenstatesuwv

0& of theKLMN shells, and
93 functions from the set$uxv

m(t)&,m>1% up to orderm
58, which have been orthogonalized to the set$uwv

0&%. Fur-
thermore, we have performed some test calculations with
expanded basis, which also included the bound states o
Ar(O) shell, but we found only minor variations in the re
sults. The population of the states$uxv

m(t)&,m>1% at the time
t5t f after the collision when summed over all initial states
interpreted as the net electron loss from the target,

Pnet
loss5(

i 51

N

pi
loss5(

i 51

N

(
m51

M

(
v51

V

u^xv
m~ t f !uc i~ t f !&u2. ~4!

The net capture contributionPnet
cap is extracted by projecting

the propagated orbitals onto all traveling projectile states
theKLM shells, and the net ionizationPnet

ion is calculated via
the relation

Pnet
ion5Pnet

loss2Pnet
cap. ~5!

The corresponding total cross sections are obtained afte
tegration of the probabilities over impact parameter.

Instead of using a channel representation, one can de
the net probabilities by integrals of the one-particle dens
n(r ,t) over appropriate finite regions around the target a
the projectile, i.e., by functionals ofn @2#. From the perspec-
tive of TDDFT, this is an obvious example for a gener
property. According to the basic theoremsall information
~including correlated channels! should be available fromn
@21#. The problem is that no prescriptions are readily ava
able for the extraction of more detailed data, such asq-fold
electron loss from the target.
9-2
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TIME-DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT-PARTICLE MODEL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 052719 ~2002!
A straightforward approach to obtain such information
based on a physical interpretation of the single-electron
bitals. This is the second ingredient of the IPM mentioned
the beginning of this section. When, in addition, the antisy
metry of the many-electron wave function is neglected,
quantities of interest can be obtained by statistical comb
tions of single-particle probabilities such as thepi

loss of Eq.
~4!. One option is to use standard multinomial statistics@22#,
which, however, may give substantial contributions for u
physical multiple capture processes that correspond to
formation of negatively charged ions. To overcome this pr
lem we have introduced the analysis in terms of products
binomials in Ref.@6#. This model is used in the present wor
Here it is assumed that the formation of negative ions can
be described within the IPM. The corresponding capt
channels are eliminated, and the net electron-capture p
ability Pnet

cap is distributed over the physical capture chann
~i.e., identified with single capture in the case of proton i
pact and is subdivided into single and double capture ev
in the case of He21-ion impact!. The probabilities fork-fold
capture are then combined with independent probabilities
l-fold ionization to obtain probabilities and cross sectio
for charge-state correlated events. The more globalq-fold
loss cross sections considered in this paper are obtaine
adding the contributing individual cross sectionsskl ,

sq5 (
k1 l 5q

skl . ~6!

Since we have found substantial single-particle probab
ties for transitions to the unoccupied 3d andn54 states of
Ar at low to intermediate projectile energies, we have a
carried out a statistical analysis of multiple-excitation eve
that might contribute to electron removal via autoionizati
~AI !. In this case we have applied a standard shell-spe
binomial analysis for excitation and have added the resul
cross sections form-fold excitationsm

exc to the net electron
loss (1) and ionization (2) cross sections according to

s6
AI5s61~s2

exc1s3
exc!12~s4

exc1s5
exc!1••• . ~7!

The multiplicities in Eq.~7! are obtained from the assump
tion that each pair of excited electrons autoionizes w
100% probability, i.e., the possibility of radiative decay
neglected completely. This is of course an extreme assu
tion, but probably it is less severe than the IPM itself.
reality, multiply excited bound states are expected to be
related and to occur with less probability than predicted
independent-particle statistics. For these reasons, the
model can only be considered to lead to an upper estim
for the contribution of autoionizing states to the net elect
removal cross sections.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. p-Ar data

In Fig. 1 results are presented for net electron loss du
capture and ionization inp-Ar collisions together with the
experimental data of Ref.@23#. It can be seen that dynamica
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electron screening effects at the target are appreciable a
ergies below 100 keV impact energy, and that they acco
for a decrease in the cross section by about 20% at ene
below 50 keV. It is interesting that the IPM calculation wi
target screening follows the experiment almost perfectly
fore an AI correction is applied.

Also included is the dynamical target screening mo
result with the correction due to multipleM- and N-shell
excitation described in Sec. II. The AI correction estima
results in an up to 10% increase in the cross section at 10
keV impact energy. The correction pushes our data towa
the upper bracket of the standard deviation of the experim
tal data. We suspect that the correction is exaggerated fo
reasons given above~while our single-excitation probabili-
ties are probably accurate, it can be expected that binom
calculated multiple excitations are too large!. Another possi-
bility might be that the target response model is too we
and that target polarization effects might lead to a redu
net electron loss cross section before the correction is
plied.

In principle, another electron removal effect should
included, namely, Auger decays and shake off in theM shell
following L-shell vacancy production. However, theL-shell
ionization cross sections are calculated to be small,
therefore this effect is considered to be minor for the
ionization and electron-loss cross sections. The situatio
different when one considersq-fold electron loss withq>3
at higher energies, which is described further below.

In Fig. 2 we show the net ionization cross section for t
same three models~no response, target response, target
sponse1 AI ! for 5–5000 keV impact energy in compariso
with experiment@24#. The experimental data display a max
mum at 50–70 keV impact energy. The frozen atomic tar
potential calculation~no response! overestimates the dat
given here by almost 50%, and peaks at a lower energy.
calculation with spherically symmetric target respon
reaches the upper limit of the standard deviation of the
perimental data in this range, and falls below the experim
tal data at collision energies below 15 keV. For impact en
gies above 300 keV, the calculations with and witho

FIG. 1. Total cross section for net electron loss as a function
impact energy forp-Ar collisions. Theory: present calculations wit
frozen target potential~no response!, with inclusion of the time-
dependent target screening model~response!, and with additional
inclusion of AI processes~response1 AI !. Experiment: closed
circles @23#.
9-3
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KIRCHNER, HORBATSCH, AND LÜDDE PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 052719 ~2002!
response merge and describe the experimental data
well.

The AI contributions are estimated to be significant
collision energies below 100 keV. Upon inclusion of these
effects, the experimental cross section is overestimated in
15–100 keV energy range, but they do help in order to
plain the ionization data at energies below 15 keV. Mo
experimental data towards lower energies would be of in
est in order to investigate the discrepancy in slope betw
the theoretical and experimental results.

One conclusion that can be drawn at this stage is that
would like to seek clarification of the following issues fro
future experimental and theoretical works:~1! experiments
with improved statistics and range expanded to lower ene
~2! more elaborate response calculations to study the e
of polarization on the suppression of net ionization;~3! an
independent confirmation that AI contributes at the 15
level towards net ionization near the maximum, and subs
tially more at low energies. Nevertheless, we can state
excellent agreement with experiment on the net ionizat
cross section exists at energies above 100 keV, and th
semiquantitative explanation of the data has been prov
for lower energies.

Included in Fig. 2 is a comparison with the continuum
distorted-wave with eikonal initial-state~CDW-EIS! calcula-
tion of Ref. @1# performed with orbitals based on the OPM
Several observations can be made when comparing the
ferent calculations. One might think that at high energies
present nonperturbative calculations should agree with
model. It turns out, however, that between 300 keV an
MeV impact energy where the effects of target response
come very small, the CDW-EIS results are found to lie s
tematically below the IPM-BGM data. In the vicinity of th
maximum of the experimental data, the CDW-EIS resu
show a dramatic deviation towards lower energies, signa
a failure of this perturbative method. The discrepancy
tween the theories in the vicinity of the maximum is partic
larly remarkable, since the perturbative method should
tracking a TDSE calculation without target response.

In Fig. 3 the two relevant model calculations are co

FIG. 2. Total cross section for net ionization as a function
impact energy forp-Ar collisions. Theory: present calculations wit
frozen target potential~no response!, with inclusion of the time-
dependent target screening model~response!, and with additional
inclusion of AI processes~response1 AI !; dotted line: CDW-EIS
calculation@1#. Experiment: closed circles@24#.
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pared with the experimental data of Ref.@23# for net electron
capture for 5–150 keV impact energy. Earlier measureme
of these cross sections were reviewed in Ref.@25#, and are
not included in Fig. 3 for the sake of clarity. The majority
them are in agreement with the data of Ref.@23#. The calcu-
lation with target response is in good agreement with exp
ment, although on the high side for impact energies betw
8 and 20 keV. The calculation without response is marke
different below 50 keV impact energy. The discrepancy b
tween the two models amounts to about 15% for energ
lower than 20 keV.

A recent model potential calculation of capture proces
in the p-Ar system is also available for comparison@26#. An
independent-particle model has been set up in this w
based on a three-parameter potential adjusted to yield
proximately six of the argon energy levels derived fro
spectroscopy~from 3s up to 4d). The TDSE has been solve
in a two-center atomic-orbital expansion with basis states
represent theM shell and partially theN shell in argon, as
well as then5124 orbitals of hydrogen. Therefore, in com
parison to the present work, this calculation neglects c
plings to the continuum, target-response effects, and co
butions from the argonK andL shells. It can be seen that th
model overestimates the experimental data of Ref.@23# by
about a factor of 2 for impact energies above 50 keV. This
clearly caused by the neglect of continuum couplings in t
calculation, since both of our calculations agree with tho
experiments in that regime.

Interestingly enough, at 20 keV impact energy and bel
the model calculation of Ref.@26# is closer to our results
with target response. At these energies continuum coupl
are believed to be unimportant, so the question arises
the two-center atomic-orbital calculation does not follow o
calculation without target response. We have compared
model potential from Ref.@26# with our optimized effective
potential which incorporates exchange effects exactly,
have found substantial differences in how that model pot
tial approaches the asymptotic21/r limit as compared to our
effective potential. The quality of matching experimen
spectroscopic data on the occupied and unoccupied Ar le
in theM andN shells is comparable, although the individu

f
FIG. 3. Total cross section for net electron capture as a func

of impact energy forp-Ar collisions. Theory: present calculation
with frozen target potential~no response!, and with inclusion of the
time-dependent target screening model~response!; dotted line: two-
center atomic-orbital calculation@26#. Experiment: closed circles
@23#.
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TIME-DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT-PARTICLE MODEL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 052719 ~2002!
energy levels are different@the OPM does not match th
Ar(3p) orbital energy very accurately, but overbinds th
orbital at the 7% level, namely,e3p

OPM520.6205 vs20.577
hartree#.

Other reasons for why the two calculations cannot
compared directly can be found in the method of solution
the TDSE. The BGM calculation has been shown to rep
duce adiabatic molecular orbitals, and it is not obvious tha
finite atomic-orbital expansion can achieve this with com
rable accuracy. Therefore, the atomic-orbital calculation w
a model in which the Ar(3p) orbital is closer to resonanc
with H(1s) than our calculation may have a suppress
charge-transfer cross section as a result of basis limitat
when solving the TDSE. We do not present here sta
selective capture cross sections, but will report them se
rately. We note, however, that our H(n52)-shell capture
cross sections are in reasonable agreement with experi
down to the lowest energies shown. In contrast, the dat
Ref. @26# overestimate this channel substantially, and hav
much lower H(1s) capture cross section. This fact suppo
the idea that the two solution methods for the TDSE
rather different.

In Fig. 4 theL-shell net ionization data are displayed
comparison with experiments for single ionization@27–29#.
This comparison is justified, as multipleL-shell vacancy pro-
duction by proton impact has a very small probability.
should be noted that no substantial reduction in this cr
section is obtained from target response~we have not in-
cluded the no-response results, as they are very close!. This
means that on the collision time scale theL shell experiences
only small changes as a result of theM-shell ionization phe-
nomena. The agreement with experiment is good with
overestimation of the experimental data by 10–15 % at
maximum. The cross section is two orders of magnitu
smaller than the overall net ionization cross section, a
thus,L-shell vacancy production does not lead to signific
Auger decay contributions at intermediate or low energ
The situation is different at higher energies where
M-shell cross sections fall off more rapidly and Auger pr

FIG. 4. Total cross sections for net ionization and capture fr
the Ar(L) shell as functions of impact energy. Theory: present c
culations with inclusion of the time-dependent target screen
model for capture and ionization by protonp1, and for ionization
by antiprotonp2 impact; dotted line: CDW-EIS calculation for ne
ionization by protons@30#. Experiment: single ionization for proton
impact: open circles@27#, closed triangles@28#, closed circles@29#;
single capture for proton impact: closed squares@31#.
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cesses dominate over direct multipleM-shell ionization.
The figure includes a comparison with the CDW-EIS c

culation of Ref.@30#. The agreement is very good, except
the lowest energies where the distorted wave results drop
more quickly, but much less so than in the case of theM
shell. Also displayed in Fig. 4 is the total cross section
capture from theL shell. It can be seen that it is responsib
for less than 10% ofL-vacancy production over the energ
range shown, and that the maximum is rather broad.
IPM-BGM calculations are in good agreement with the e
perimental data@31# except at the higher energies, where it
possible that the BGM basis states have a difficulty in r
resenting the translational phase for the bound projec
states with sufficient accuracy. The displayed data forL-shell
ionization by antiproton impact are discussed in Sec. III B

Cross sections for the production ofq-fold charged recoil
ions are provided in Fig. 5. An extensive discussion of va
ous pathways that lead to multiply charged Ar ions can
found in Ref. @32#. Since we are interested in the man
electron aspects of the IPM itself, we do not engage in
detailed discussion of the postcollision effects due to Au
decays and shake off followingL-vacancy production. We
also omit the discussion of AI transitions following multip
M-shell excitation, given that the discussion of the net io
ization cross sections indicates that our statistical IPM eva
ation appears to result in an overestimation of AI even
However, we note that the effects of AI processes on
q-fold loss cross sections are likely to be moderate. At low
intermediate impact energies where we have found subs
tial AI contributions to net ionization, the capture chann
dominates theq-fold loss. In fact, a few test calculation
confirmed the minor importance of AI processes.

l-
g

FIG. 5. Total cross sections forq-fold electron losssq (q
51, . . . ,4) asfunctions of impact energy forp-Ar collisions.
Theory: present calculations with inclusion of the time-depend
target screening model and with products-of-binomials analy
The theoretical data correspond toq51, . . . ,4from top to bottom.
Experiment: closed symbols@33# with reported errors of615% for
q51,2 and up to650% for the higher charge states; open symb
@10# normalized to the theoretical net electron-loss cross sect
The error bars are smaller than the size of the symbols. Circleq
51, triangles:q52, squares:q53, diamonds:q54; crosses and
asterisks are extracted from Ref.@32# for q52 andq53, respec-
tively, as described in the text.
9-5
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KIRCHNER, HORBATSCH, AND LÜDDE PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 052719 ~2002!
The following observations can be made when compar
our data with experiment. Theq51 channel is described
very well. For theq52 channel we have a systematic d
crepancy with the experiment of Ref.@33# at impact energies
above 100 keV. In order to understand this discrepancy,
have included two other experimental datasets: the data
single capture accompanied by single ionization, double c
ture and direct double ionization given in Fig. 5 of Ref.@32#
have been added to provide independent data in the 15–
keV energy range. Also the data of Ref.@10# for cross-
section ratiossq /s1 between 100 and 1000 keV have be
normalized to our net cross section and are included in
5. These additional data lend some credibility to the cal
lated q52 cross sections from the present work, but n
experimental work is required to provide more clarity on th
issue.

In order to obtain good agreement with experiment at
ergies below 30 keV for theq52 channel, it is important to
use the products-of-binomials analysis introduced in Ref.@6#.
The standard trinomial analysis~not shown! overestimates
q-fold loss for q>2 at low energies by predicting a stron
double-capture probability into H2 at small impact param
eters. While H2 formation is a relevant channel@32#, it can-
not be calculated reliably without taking final-state corre
tions into account. The products-of-binomials analy
simply eliminates this channel and redistributes the flux.
10 keV and below, this model still appears to overestim
q52 recoil ion production by at least a factor of 2.

The q53 channel displays a serious failure of the IPM
While the experimentals3 data points of Ref.@33# at 25 and
50 keV impact energy come close to our theoretical result
should be noted that they are known to be too high, giv
that the partial contributions to this channel are well kno
from other experiments, and do not add up to those va
@32#. Indeed, when we compare with the sum of the par
cross sections for energies between 20 and 200 keV, we
that the shape of the theoretical cross section is quite re
tic, but that the absolute magnitude is higher by a factor o

The q54 IPM cross section is higher by a much larg
factor. These observations indicate that a complete bre
down occurs in the model, and that one should not take
IPM predictions for these channels seriously. Theq54 chan-
nel is apparently completely dominated by Auger decays
shake off, namely, vacancy production in theL shell ~result-
ing in two or more continuum electrons! with simultaneous,
predominantly, double ionization of theM shell.

For energies above 200 keV, the experimental data in
cate a strong presence of Auger decays also for the lo
recoil chargesq. Following the discussion of Ref.@32#, and
particularly the previous investigations of Ref.@34# and other
works cited there, one can model the decays by a sh
specific binomial analysis: a singleL-vacancy decays by Au
ger and Coster-Kronig transitions resulting in 71% dou
vacancy, 27% triple vacancy, and 3% quadruple vacancy.
suming that one can combine this information with indep
dentM-vacancy formation during the collision, one can ca
out a complete analysis. We have carried out a test calc
tion at 300 keV, and found that theq51 channel remained
unaffected, theq52 channel experienced a few-percent d
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crease, while theq53 channel increased by a factor of 2–
Given that our IPM tripleM-shell vacancy production prob
abilities are much too large to begin with, it is pointless
carry out this analysis. Nevertheless, the change in the sh
of the q-fold electron-loss cross section at energies ab
200 keV can be understood in principle in this way: t
L-vacancy production cross section shown in Fig. 4 becom
significant at these energies, and drops off above 1 MeV

B. p̄-Ar data

In this section we show the net ionization and multip
ionization cross sections for argon targets following antip
ton impact. In Fig. 6 the net ionization cross section for t
three models~no response, target response, and target
sponse1 AI ! is compared with the experiment of Ref.@16#.
The difference between the no-response and target-resp
model results is somewhat smaller than forp-Ar collisions.
Above 300 keV impact energy, the three models coale
and agree very well with experiment. Between 100 and 3
keV, the models predict somewhat higher cross sections
reported by experiment—an effect that is more pronoun
than in thep-Ar case. An almost flat plateau emerges
energies between 15 and 100 keV, which is different from
p-Ar system in which capture begins to dominate at lo
energies resulting in a decrease of the ionization cross
tion, and therefore leading to a pronounced maximum.

As discussed in the context of Fig. 1 forp-Ar, we can
expect the best model result to lie between the middle
bottom curves, as the AI transitions are likely to be over
timated. The data for theq-fold ionization indicate that the
dominantq51 channel represents the source of the discr
ancy at 80–250 keV impact energy. However, this chan
should be the one calculated most reliably.

In Fig. 7 the multiple-ionization cross sections are co
pared forq51,2,3. We have included the AI effects by pe
forming a trinomial analysis form-fold excitation along with
l-fold direct ionization, and by interpreting the results alo
the same lines as described in Sec. II for the case of
ionization. The graphs show clearly that the single-ionizat

FIG. 6. Total cross section for net ionization as a function

impact energy forp̄-Ar collisions. Theory: present calculations wit
frozen target potential~no response!, with inclusion of the time-
dependent target screening model~response!, and with additional
inclusion of AI processes~response1 AI !. Experiment: closed
circles are calculated from the data of Ref.@16# according tosnet

5s112s213s3.
9-6
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TIME-DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT-PARTICLE MODEL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 052719 ~2002!
channel is least affected by response and AI effects. Th
nonperturbative phenomena arise at small and intermed
impact parameters when multielectron processes can c
pete against one-electron transitions. We note that the t
fold ionization cross sections display very good agreem
with experiment. This fact makes us believe strongly in o
single-ionization results, because it would be curious inde
if an IPM managed to predict double ionization, but n
single ionization.

For the triple-ionization channel, we make the observat
that the difference between the calculations without and w
target response is rather substantial~factor of 2 between 10
and 40 keV!. Also, the agreement of the calculation wi
response before AI corrections with the experiment is qu
good for impact energies above 80 keV, which reinforces
argument about the quality of our net ionization and sing

FIG. 7. Total cross sections for~a! onefold,~b! twofold, and~c!

threefold ionization as functions of impact energy forp̄-Ar colli-
sions. Theory: present calculations with frozen target potential~no
response!, with inclusion of the time-dependent target screen
model ~response!, and with additional inclusion of AI processe
~response1 AI !. The cross sections are evaluated with the sh
specific binomial and trinomial analyses. Experiment: closed circ
@16#.
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ionization result. It is remarkable that while thep-Ar three-
fold electron-loss cross section is deemed to be too high b
factor of about 3 at 100 keV impact energy, the present re
for p̄-Ar is rather close to experiment. It appears as if expe
mentally the results for proton and antiproton impact
moval are very comparable in this channel, while our IP
theory predicts that threefold loss due to proton imp
~mostly from theM-shell! is stronger by a factor of 2–3.

In Fig. 8 we display the direct comparison of proton a
antiproton impact electron loss forq51,2,3 on a linear scale
Shown are the calculations with target response~excluding
AI corrections!. For medium and high energies, the IPM

l-
s

FIG. 8. Total cross sections for~a! onefold,~b! twofold, and~c!

threefold electron loss as functions of impact energy forp,p̄-Ar
collisions. Theory: present calculations with inclusion of the tim
dependent target screening model and with shell-specific bino
analysis for antiproton (p2) and products-of-binomials analysis fo
proton (p1) impact. Experiment: antiproton impact: closed circl
@16#; proton impact: open circles@33# with reported errors of
615% for q51,2 and up to650% for q53; open triangles@10#
normalized to the theoretical net electron-loss cross section.
error bars are smaller than the size of the symbols; crosses
asterisks are extracted from Ref.@32# for q52 andq53, respec-
tively, as described in the text.
9-7
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KIRCHNER, HORBATSCH, AND LÜDDE PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 052719 ~2002!
BGM results predict that protons are more efficient in
moving electrons than antiprotons, with merging results o
at the highest impact energy shown, i.e., at 1 MeV. T
finding is consistent for all charge statesq51,2,3.

The experimental data show quite different behavior
the different recoil charge states. They probably do not h
sufficient absolute accuracy in order to determine unamb
ously at which energies they merge~e.g., are within a few
percent of each other!. For proton projectiles we have thre
independent datasets, one of which@33# is in conflict with
the other two@10,32# in the case ofq52,3. For the single-
electron-loss channel we find that experiment and theory
low similar trends, but that the observational data sepa
unambiguously only for energies below 250 keV.

For q52 the experimental data for proton projectiles
Ref. @33# are a factor of 2 below the antiproton data f
energies above 100 keV. When we add the partial cross
tions given in Ref.@32# for 15–100 keV impact energy, w
find them to be reasonably close to the theory. The dat
Ref. @10# for proton impact is below the antiproton impa
result, but definitely closer than a factor of 2 in the 10
1000 keV energy range. In Refs.@10,16# arguments were
provided for why thes2 /s1 ratio should be higher for anti
protons than for protons~while thes3 /s1 ratio would be the
same for both projectiles!, but we note that the arguments a
based on perturbation theory~interference of scattering am
plitude contributions!, and also on the complete dominatio
of the q53 channel by inner-shell vacancy production a
subsequent decays. Therefore, the arguments apply to
higher end of the energy scale considered in this paper,
are not necessarily relevant at energies up to several hun
keV.

The q53 data show the proximity of the experiment
p-Ar and p̄-Ar data around 100 keV, and even below, if o
discounts the data of Ref.@33#. The big discrepancy in the
theoretical results for the two projectiles is also appare
Thus, one finds that one selection of experiments supp
the notion of nearly identicalq52,3 loss cross sections forp

and p̄ impact at energies above 100 keV, while theory d
plays a substantially increased efficiency of multiple-elect
removal by proton impact, particularly in theq53 channel.
This difference then leads to the apparent conclusion tha
antiproton electron-loss data can be explained up toq53,
while the proton data are explained only up toq52 at inter-
mediate energies. Even atq52 the proton data are overest
mated somewhat by the IPM theory.

In order to summarize the comparison of theory and
periments at 100 keV impact energy, we note that the r
R25s2 /s1 is already overestimated by theory: we calcula
R2

th50.235 as compared toR2
exp50.15 given by Refs.

@10,33#. For antiprotons we obtainR2
th50.18, which com-

pares well withR2
exp50.19. ForR35s3 /s1 we find for pro-

ton impactR3
th50.055, which is far in excess of the expe

mental values ofR3
exp50.016 @33# and R3

exp50.012 @10#,
respectively. For antiprotons we haveR3

th50.034, which is
not too far off fromR3

exp50.028@16#.
This observation then leads to the remarkable statem

that electron correlations are very strong at the level of thr
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electron processes for proton impact, but not for antipro
impact. One possible cause for such a difference in beha
could be the fact that proton impact leads to an attraction
electrons~which forces them to correlate!, while antiproton
impact pushes the electrons away, thereby diminishing
role of correlations. Not only does this geometric pheno
enon result in a smaller cross section for antiproton impa
but it could also explain the reduced importance of dev
tions from IPM-type behavior in this case. The idea th
electronic correlations are less important in atomic collisio
with antiparticles than with particles has been proposed
fore in the context of two-electron helium targets for whi
correlated calculations can be performed@35,36#.

The comparison of the theoretical data at low energ
shows that protons are much more efficient at producin
single vacancy in Ar due to single capture, but that the s
ation reverses as one increases the multiplicity. Antiprot
are found to be more efficient in producing multiple vaca
cies at low energies due to ionization, which is suppresse
the case of protons due to the strong single-capture chan
Our result forq52,3 excludes formation of the negative h
drogen ion, which has, however, a rather small cross sec
@32#. Of course, these findings could be an artifact of t
IPM, and therefore the experimental investigation of a ca
ful comparison of these cross sections would be of gr
interest.

Finally, we comment on theL-shell ionization cross sec
tion induced by antiprotons, which is compared with the r
evant proton-impact data in Fig. 4. We observe that antip
tons are more efficient in ionizing anL-shell electron than
protons at impact energies below 200 keV. This feature
also visible in the overall ionization~cf. Figs. 2 and 6!, but is
masked when one considers electron loss~Fig. 8! due to the
strong single-capture channel in the case of proton imp
L-shell capture, however, is very weak due to the large
ergy defect between the tightly bound target electrons
the available projectile states, and, as a consequence, an
tons are more efficient in producingL-shell vacancies than
protons. This is a clean manifestation of what has been ca
the binding/antibinding effect@37#: At low impact energies,
the cross section is dominated by close collisions with i
pact parameters smaller than or comparable to the mea
dius of the target orbitals. In such collisions, antiproto
weaken the binding of the electrons and make ionizat
more likely than impinging protons.

Around 200 keV, the proton- and antiproton-impact da
cross and appear to merge only at energies higher than
ones considered in the figure; i.e., the Born limit is a
proached at higher impact energies than in the case of
overall ionization~cf. Fig. 8!. This is of course no surprise
given that the average velocity of theL-shell electrons is
much higher than that of theM shell.

C. He2¿-Ar data

In Fig. 9 we show the electron-loss cross sections due
capture and ionization in 5–1000 keV/amu He21-Ar colli-
sions. The findings are similar to thep-Ar case displayed in
Fig. 9. The no-response calculation overestimates experim
9-8
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TIME-DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT-PARTICLE MODEL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 052719 ~2002!
at the broadened maximum~10–50 keV/amu impact energy!
by 30% in this case. The calculation with target respons
in good agreement with the experimental data over the en
energy range. The AI correction estimate increases the re
by about 15% for 10–100 keV/amu impact energies a
leads to marginal agreement with experiment.

The comparison with thep-Ar data in Fig. 1 reveals tha
the cross section begins to drop for energies smaller tha
keV/amu. This trend~which is the result of nonresonant ca
ture that peaks rather than rising at low energies! is described
very consistently by the response model when compa
with experiment. This leads to the remarkable result that
keV/amu impact energy, i.e., for comparable velocities, p
ton and He21 projectiles are equally efficient in removin
electrons from argon targets.

In Fig. 10 we compare the net ionization cross sectio
The experimental datasets have almost overlapping statis
error bars for most energies with some wider discrepancie
the lower end of the energy range displayed. The calcula
with target response is in good agreement with them at
termediate to high energies, and falls short at the lowest
ergies. The AI contributions are estimated to be about 1
for energies between 40 and 100 keV/amu, and substant

FIG. 9. Total cross section for net electron loss as a function
impact energy for He21-Ar collisions. Theory: present calculation
with frozen target potential~no response!, with inclusion of the
time-dependent target screening model~response!, and with addi-
tional inclusion of AI processes~response1 AI !. Experiment:
closed circles@8#, closed triangles@9#, and open squares@38#.

FIG. 10. Total cross section for net ionization as a function
impact energy for He21-Ar collisions. Theory: present calculation
with frozen target potential~no response!, with inclusion of the
time-dependent target screening model~response!, and with addi-
tional inclusion of AI processes~response1 AI !. Experiment:
closed circles@8#, closed triangles@9#, and open squares@38#.
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more at lower energies in accord with thep-Ar results. At the
maximum~40–100 keV/amu! they lead to a significant over
estimation of the cross section at the level of 2-3 stand
deviations when compared to the experimental data of R
@38#. Therefore, one has to question the validity of the s
tistical IPM estimation of multiple excitations based o
single-particle excitation probabilities. One can assume
the correct theoretical data lie between the lowest two cur
displayed.

A comparison of the theoretical net ionization data for t
p-Ar and He21-Ar systems before the AI correction is ap
plied reveals that in both cases, target response provid
shift of the maximum of the cross section: from about
keV towards 65 keV in the case ofp-Ar, and from 65 keV/
amu towards 85 keV/amu in the He21-Ar case. In both cases
the shift is required in order to obtain agreement with expe
ment. The ratio of the cross sections of the doubly to sin
charged projectile case at the respective maximum is ab
2.4 for both IPM-BGM calculations with and without targe
response. The experimental data are fully consistent with
ratio ~given their relative discrepancies and statistical er
bars!. It is remarkable that the inclusion of target respon
results in a reduction of the cross section at maximum
about 30% for both projectiles, such that the cross-sec
ratio remains the same.

In Fig. 11 the net capture data are shown. The differe
between the no-response and target-response calculatio
significant for energies below 100 keV/amu. For energ
less than 20 keV/amu, the discrepancy has grown to at l
30%, and the agreement of the better calculation with exp
ment is gratifying. At the lower energies the collision is su
ficiently slow such that the change in the atomic struct
due to the dynamical ionization process after the closest
proach has a chance to modify the electron transfer proc
Note how the net capture cross section continues to ris
the p-Ar calculation ~with and without response!, while it
turns around in the present case for energies below 10 k
amu.

In Fig. 12 ourq-fold electron-loss data for the model wit
target response without AI corrections and with product-
binomials evaluation is compared to the experimental dat

f

f

FIG. 11. Total cross section for net electron capture as a fu
tion of impact energy for He21-Ar collisions. Theory: present cal
culations with frozen target potential~no response! and with inclu-
sion of the time-dependent target screening model~response!.
Experiment: closed circles@8#, closed triangles@9#.
9-9
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KIRCHNER, HORBATSCH, AND LÜDDE PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 052719 ~2002!
Ref. @9#, and to the relative data of Ref.@10#, which were
normalized to our net cross section. We note that in cont
to thep-Ar data, the experimental cross sections show m
less evidence for the importance of Auger decays and sh
off processes at high energies. This is due to a much stro
presence of direct multiple ionization from the Ar(M ) shell.

The calculatedq51 channel shows reasonable agreem
with the data that are deemed to be accurate at the 10–1
level. When compared to experiment, the theoretical data
on the low side for intermediate to high energies, wh
leaves some room for AI contributions following double e
citation in the Ar(M ) shell.

For theq52 channel we find acceptable agreement,
cept that the shape of the cross section is somewhat diffe
The theoretical data display a broad maximum at energie
10–30 keV/amu, while the data of Ref.@9# are remarkably
constant for 10–100 keV/amu. At energies above 200 k
amu, the theoretical data overestimate both experime
datasets with a discrepancy that grows with energy, i.e.,
measured data fall off more rapidly with energy.

A marked discrepancy is noted between theory and
periment for theq53 channel, i.e., three-electron remov
from Ar. While the results are in good accord for 50–1
keV impact energies, the theoretical data underestimate
channel badly at low energies and overestimate it by up
factor of two for E>200 keV/amu. The two data points a
700 and 1000 keV/amu, respectively, may, in fact, signal
onset of appreciable Auger decay contributions.

The discrepancy at low energies was to be expected,
lowing the analysis of the more detailed experimental d
available in Ref.@9#. It has been noted in the experiment
data at 5–10 keV energy that direct ionization is practica
nonexistent there, while single capture is accompanied b

FIG. 12. Total cross sections forq-fold electron losssq (q
51, . . . ,5) asfunctions of impact energy for He21-Ar collisions.
Theory: present calculations with inclusion of the time-depend
target screening model and with products-of-binomials analy
The theoretical data correspond toq51, . . . ,5from top to bottom.
Experiment: closed symbols and (() @9# with reported errors of
615% for q51,2,3 and up to630% for the higher charge state
open symbols@10# normalized to the theoretical net electron-lo
cross section. The error bars are smaller than the size of the
bols. Circles:q51, triangles:q52, squares:q53, diamonds:q
54, and open circles with dots:q55.
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additional ionization event in one out of six times, an
double capture is accompanied by an additional ionizat
event in typically 40% of the cases. This behavior can
follow directly from an IPM in which a pair of single-
particle probabilities for ionization and capture relates
three channels. We note that for the He21-Ne collision sys-
tem @7#, the q53 cross section behaves very differently
low energies: both the experimental and theoretical data
crease substantially with decreasing energy, and are in ag
ment.

It is evident that in the He21-Ar case the strong increas
in the q53 channel goes together with a depression in
experimentalq52 cross section, i.e., there is ample eviden
that theq53 channel has grown at the expense of theq
52 channel at low energies. One explanation for the disti
behavior of the double-capture channel at low energies i
terms of adiabatic curve crossings provided along with
perimental data in Ref.@39#. Here it was argued that A
events should not be the reason for the strong amoun
M-shell ionization that accompanies double capture due
the small probability for simultaneous double excitation
gether with two-electron capture. The adiabatic electron
ergy curves as a function of internuclear separation inclu
the possibility for single ionization following double captu
to the He(1s2) ground state. Another mechanism for electr
emission is a shake process following capture from thes
level of Ar. Vacancy production in this subshell has be
assigned a 13.5% conversion probability in photoionizat
experiments@40#.

To shed some light on the situation within the IPM, w
looked for clues in the separate single-electron capture p
abilities from the 3s and 3p levels of Ar. We found that the
double-capture channel has a substantial contribution f
simultaneous capture from both levels. At 50 keV/amu i
pact energy, the contributions are found to be equal, wit
gradual decline of capture from (3s3p) with decreasing en-
ergy. At 5 keV/amu the double capture channel is predic
to originate three out of four times from the (3p2) subshell
configuration.

The energy curves given in Ref.@39# suggest that about 5
eV energy has to be provided from the internuclear motion
order to populate the He(1s2)1Ar31 channel. Given the se
quence of ionization energies of 15.8, 27.6, and 40.7 eV
Ar, Ar1, and Ar21, respectively@41#, this means that double
capture to the He(1s2)1Ar21 configuration requires a dis
posal of about 35 eV energy. Thus, it can be argued tha
the quasiadiabatic regime, the former channel will be favo
due to the energetic proximity in the energy curve diagra
The population of the He(1s2)1Ar21 channel will be fa-
vored when the double capture is from the (3s3p) subshells,
because about 15 eV less electronic energy is availabl
this case. For the He(1s2)1Ne21/31 configuration, the situ-
ation is entirely different, because neon atoms are m
harder to ionize~the sequence of ionization energies is giv
as 21.6, 41.0, and 63.5 eV respectively for Ne, Ne1, and
Ne21 @41#!. Therefore, we can use the IPM analysis to
least point the finger at the mechanism of quasiadiab
correlations as a possible cause for the very different beh
ior of double capture at low energies with neon and arg

t
s.

m-
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TIME-DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT-PARTICLE MODEL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 052719 ~2002!
atoms. It would be of interest to carry out detailed man
electron calculations in a quasimolecular basis in orde
test this conjecture.

One of our expectations following the work with Ne ta
gets @7,11# has been that a higher projectile charge sho
make more multielectron transition channels amenable to
IPM description. The presentq54 data support this conclu
sion to the extent that at low to intermediate energies, qu
tative agreement within a factor of 2 can be found. For
ergies above 100 keV/amu, the IPM prediction for dire
multiple ionization is much too high, while the experimen
data show evidence for Auger transitions followingL-shell
vacancy production. Theq55 data for the He21-Ar system
show complete disagreement, as was found for theq54
channel for proton impact.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated in the present work that the IP
BGM calculations for bombardment of small atoms~neon
and oxygen! by light ions were successfully extended to t
case of argon targets. In particular, we have studied the
fects of target response, namely, the change of the effec
potential with the degree of ionization during the collision
a mean-field model. It was found that this dynamical scre
ing effect is important in order to obtain the correct positi
and height for the maxima in the net ionization cross s
tions, and for the correct net capture cross sections as w
For inner-shell processes@the Ar(L) shell in particular#, the
response was found to be irrelevant.

While the global cross sections have been obtained s
factorily, some unresolved issues remain in the area of
effect of autoionizing and Auger transitions following mu
tiple ionization, andL-shell vacancy production, respe
tively. In particular, for thep-Ar case theq-fold loss cross
sections forq>3 begin to be dominated by Auger decays
energies above 200 keV/amu. In the case of He21 impact this
occurs forq>4. Therefore, the IPM calculation needs to
supplemented by an Auger decay model.

It is found that the direct multipleM-shell effects are
overestimated by the IPM beginning with multiplicities
n>3. This is a signature of strong electron correlation
fects that apparently cannot be described by a statistical
including dynamical screening. The correlation effects
less important when the target atom is perturbed m
strongly, but on the other hand, some marked disagreem
were observed in theq53 channel following collisions with
He21 particles both at low and at high energies. At low e
ergies, the experimental data are likely to show evidence
quasiadiabatic correlations.

Throughout this paper we have taken the attitude that
nificant deviations from the present IPM results provide
indication that electron correlations become crucial in
affected channels. Two main issues are important in this
spect. On one hand, there is the question whether we h
calculated the best-possible time-dependent densityn(r ,t).
On the other hand, there remains the problem of how
extract the information from the single-particle calculation
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As mentioned above, all information should be availab
from the exact density, but prescriptions for the extraction
this information are only available for rather global quan
ties, such as the net cross sections.

Our agreement on the net cross sections is good. T
suggests that we have obtained a reasonable density from
IPM calculation. One should keep in mind, however, that
channels deemed to be affected by correlations have a s
influence on the net cross sections, and therefore, a
careful comparison beyond the available experimental ac
racy would be required in order to make this point wi
certainty. Concerning the more detailed comparisons, suc
for q-fold electron loss, we are using simple evaluatio
~such as the products-of-binomials analysis! that require a
physical interpretation of the single-electron orbitals of t
IPM. It is the inaccuracy of these evaluation procedures t
is most likely to be responsible for the failure to provide t
correct answers.

From the comparison of our works with neon and arg
target atoms, we can conclude that the issue of the im
tance of electronic correlations does not depend strongly
the number of available target electrons. The calculations
neon as well as argon targets display a breakdown of sim
magnitude for processes with multiplicities of orderq>3.
This result is somewhat unexpected, as one might have
gued that the statistical IPM description is more appropri
in the case of argon.

Some future theoretical and experimental work is nee
to elucidate the role of vacancy production following mu
tiple excitation in the Ar(M ) shell. It appears as if the
present approach within the statistical IPM overestimates
significance of these phenomena, which causes uncerta
in the theoretical cross sections in the 10–100 keV/a
range. With regard to thep̄-Ar data we hope that the new
experiments planned by the ASACUSA collaboration w
shed light on the question whether single~and net! ionization
between 100 and 200 keV impact energy will remain
source of discrepancy between theory and experiment
impact energies below 10 keV, an interesting subject to st
is the question of efficiency of multiple vacancy producti
by p and p̄ impact given that electron correlations shou
offer some surprises in this area.

Further measurements of multiple ionization by antip
ton impact at intermediate energies should also shed ligh
the question for which multiplicity electronic correlations b
come important. In contrast with the case of proton imp
we have found that theq53 channel is well described by th
IPM. It would be of interest to determine whether fourfo
ionization as a direct multiple-ionization process has a m
surable cross section that could be compared to the IP
BGM results.
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